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In a discussion of religious povert5r, no one can prescind from a consid-
eration of Saint Francis of Assisi. In fact, it is needless to say that
Francis penetrated in a very profound way the mystery of poverty in
the following of Christ. However, it is almost always forgotten that in
the great Franciscan family, a woman arose beside Francis; a woman
who lived in an even more radical manner this life ,\n ithout anything of
one's own," as expressed by both Saint Francis and Saint Clare. In
saying "beside" Francis, I should rather say more accurately..together,,
with Franeis. Clare, indeed, does not stand by herself in the shadow of
Saint Francis. She achieves a life of exterior poverty and, above all, of
interior and spiritual povert5r, in a manner that is entirely personal,
which is to say, in the manner of a woman. Certainly no one understood
and followed so closely the spirit of Saint Francis and, above all, his
ideal of poverty as did this woman.

Clare was born of a noble family in Assisi in 1194. When they
wanted her to marry, the young girl, who was well trained and prac-
ticed in the domestic arts, had already on several occasions met Saint
Francis, twelve years her senior, and had heard his preaching which
was a summons to a radical following of the poor and crueified Christ.
This summons never left, her; she turned for help to Francis, through
whom she received God's call. Both were convinced that Clare should
take the step in the direction of radical pover$2, yet without seeing
clearly how this should be realized. It was assuredly with the consent of
Guido II, Bishop of Assisi, that Clare secretly left the family home the
night of Palm Sundayffonday of Holy Week, the 18/19th of March
L212, and hastily descended into the valley in the direction of the
Porziuncola - at that time a solitary chapel in the woods - where
Francis and his brothers awaited her. Here, from the hands of Francis,
she received the ash-colored habit ofpenance, the veil and the cord.

The following morning, the dismayed members of the family set out
to frnd her. They found her at the Benedictine monastery of Bastia,
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four kilometers east of Assisi, where Francis had conducted her and
where she was to remain until the Iord'lrovided different$," as the
I*gend of Saint Cl.ore I narrates. Her relatives pressured Clare with
counsel, promises and allurements, and finally tried by force to con-
strain her to return home. Clare sought nefuge at the altar, clinging to
the altar cloth and uncovering her shorn head. Only then did the
family cease and leave her in peace. Then occurred the unforeseen.
Only sixteen days later Agnes, her younger sister, joined Clare who,
meanwhile, had moved to SanAngelo di Panzo belowthe Carceri. Her
uncle, Monaldo, head of the illustrious family, together with a band of
men, descended in fury upon the monastery. He tried by force and
abuse to drag Agnes awry. In vain: Clare's prayer was stronger.
Shortly thereafter, Agnes received the habit of penance and poverty
from the hands of Saint Francis.

Because the Benedictines of San Angelo feared the possibility of
further conllict with Clares relatives, Francis took the two sisters to
San Damiano, a place near Assisi belonging to the Bishop. Here arose
the frrst monastery of the ladies of the Franciscan Movement. In this
place, many companions gathered about Clare, among whom was also
a younger sister, Beatrice, and frnally even her mother Ortolana.

Until her death, Clare not only officially guided the monastery, but
was trrrly the spiritual center of the community of sisters. The risk of
absolute poverty which Clare had assumed at the beginning of Holy
Week 1212, she lived tenaciously to the end. At San Damiano there
was room only for one who loved this poverty: a poverty altogether
opposed to anything romantic or elated in its diffrcult practice of fre-
quently lacing necessities. It was only possible to live such poverty
because there was, in.the communit;r, the joy of poverty and, as Clare
once wrote, 'the riches of poverty'' because everyone felt protected by
mutual love. However, Clare had to battle all her life for this poverty.

Three years after the foundation of Clare's community the Fourth
Lateran Council of L2Lb decreed that new religioirs communities not
yet approved, would have to adopt the rule of an established Order.
This applied to San Damiano which had, it is true, a brief 'form of life"
from Saint Francis, but did not yet have ofticial Church approval.
Therefore, the Ladies of San Damiano were constrained to assume'!>ro
forma" the rule of the Benedictine Order, which, however, made no
mention of poverty as it was intended by Clare and her sisters.

Because of this, Clare concerned herself with obtaining a Priuilege
from the Pope, so that they could remain faithful to povert5r. This
'?rivilegium Paupertatis," "Privilege of Poverty'' vras a unique and
altogether singular privilege. Even if the entire religious movement of
the Middle Ages, against which background Francis and Clare must be
seen, ll,as in fact a true movement of poverty - we shall return to this
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- nevertheless, an instance like this had never occurred at the Roman
Curia, as was evident in Innocent III's concession of t}r.e Priuilege. ln
fact, there wa6 no precedent at the Papal Chancery for anything similar
and so no corresponding formula existed. The Pope himself with his
own hand drew up the outline for the concession of this particular
Priuilege, the only one of its kind.
Aceording to the tut of Inracent III's Priuilege we read.:

llnnocent, Bishop, Servant of the servants of God, to his beloved
daughters in Christ, Clare and the other servants of Christ of the
Church of San Damiano in Assisi, prcfessing the regular life, both those
in the present, as well as those in the future for ever?

zAs is evident, you have renouneed the desire for all temporal things,
desiring to dedicate yourselves to the Lord alone. sBecause of this,
sirrce you haue sold dl things and, giuen them to the poor (cf. Lk L8:22),
you propose not to have any possessions whatsoever, slinging in all
things to the footprints of Him, the Wq4 the Tluth, and the Life (Jn
14:6), Who, for our sake, was made poor. aNor does a lack of possessions
frighten you from a proposal of this sort; sfor the left hand of the
heavenly Spouse is under your head (cf. Ct 2:6) to support the weakness
of your bofr, which you have placed under the law of your soul through
an ordered charity. 6Finally, He Who feeds thebirds of the heaaens (ef.
Mt 6:26) and clothes the lilies of the field (cf. Mt 6:28) will not fail you in
either food or clothing, until He ministers to you in heaven, when His
right hand especially will more happily embrace you (cf. Ct 8:3) in the
fullness of His lbeatifrc] vision. ?Therefore, we confirm with our apos-
tolic authorrt5r, as you requested, your proposal of most high pouerty (cf.
2 Cor 8:2), granting you by the authority of this letter that no one can
compel you to receive possessions.

sAnd if any v/oman does not wish to, or cannot observe a proposal of
this sort, let her not have a dwelling place among you, but let her be

transferred to another place.
In the conclusion, which I do not cite here, there are serious warning

of sanctions to anyone who acts to the contrary. It should be noted
marginally that some scholars have raised doubts as to whether Inno-
cent III really was the first to grant this Priuilege, but it cannot be

doubted. My subsequent discovery of manuscripts is further proof of
the authenticity of this.

Therefore, to Clare's mind, not only should each individual sister live
unpretentiously and in poverfir, but also the whole communit5r, the
monastery, in that it should have no possessions of any kind. This is
what Francis wanted for his friars; this is what Clare also wanted for
her sisters.
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But, notwithstanding this Priuilege granted by the Church's highest
authorit5r, Clare had to battle strenuously for her poverty. It was
threatened, not ty the immediate suecessor to Innocent III, Honorius
III, but rather by the Pope who followed him, Gregory lX (L227-L24L),
the former Cardinal Ugolino to whom Clare was very dear. During a
visit to San Damiano, Pope Gregory IX, worried about Clare and her
communit5r, urged her to accept possessions, which he himself gener-
ously offered. In the Legend of Saint Clnre, the Pope says to Clare: "If
you fear because of your vow, We dispense you from it." With unmov-
able firmness and, at the same time, with that feminine amiability
which was hers all her life, the Saint replied quickly: 'Tloly Father,
never and in no way do I wish to be dispensed from following Christ!"
Gregory IXhad no further objeetions. And so, on September L7,L228,in
the seeond year of his pontificate, the Pope again approved the Priuile-
gium Paupertalis. The original ofthis redaction is preserved; the text
is substantially the same.

But even with this Clare had not achieved her goal. She wanted a
Rule aecording to the spirit of Francis. Alter the experiment of 1218-
1219 imposed on her by the forrnula vitae of Cardinal Ugolino, and
after the unsueeessful attempt at the new Rule in L247 by Innocent fV
(L247-1254), she prepared to draw up her own Rule. The Rule of Saint
Clare, the model for which is clearly the definitive Rule of the Order of
Friars Minor, namely, lhe la.ter Rule of L223, was first approved
September 16,L252, by the Protector of the Order, Cardinal Rainaldo of
the Segni Family. In this Rulq-in chapters six and eight-the abso-
lute non-possession ofpropert;z, the sine proprio as guaranteed by the
Priuilegium Paupertatis, is expressly and frrmly confirmed. The I*g-
end. is not in error when it calls the Rule the Priuilegium Paupertatis.

But Clare was still not satisfied and could not rest until she also had
papal approval of her Rule. This approval has a singular history. Pope
Innocent fV visited Clare at San Damiano several days before her
death. At that time, the Pope, who was residing at San Francesco in
Assisi, orally approved the Rule and immediately had the correspond-
ing Bull drawn up at his chancery. It was issued August 9, L253.
August 10th the Pope sent the Rule to Clare with a friar minor, and the
following day, August 11th, she died. The original of the Bull and the
Rule are preserved togethen.So much for the history of the Priuilegium
Paupertotis.

n.

What did Clare of Assisi really want in this tenacious insistence on
total poverty? What meaning has this emphasis exceeding all limits, or
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is it, perhaps, simply obstinacy? Are we dealing here with some sort of
religious "specialization?' Or is there something behind all this?

Tb reach a satisfactory answer, we must trace the historical back-
ground to this particular question. In the twelfth century and the
beginning of the thirteenth an economic revolution of unexpected pro-
portions took place in the West as a result of the new economic ties with
the Orient consequential to the Crusades. This economic revolution
was followed by a social upheaval which, in its turn, brought about
religious changes. The western social structure was profoundly trans-
formed. Financial economy was given an enorrnous thrust as money
became a means of pa5rment. A financial economy increasingly over-
shadowed a natural econorr5/. One who had money had power. People
developed a real hunger for monry, accumulating it because it provided
the best security for a life without risks. Money had a sure value and
was always available. Thus there developed slowfz, but in ever vaster
proportions, the economic system of capitalism.

Money brought indushy. Merehants imported and fabricated raw
materials. alongside the autonomous artisans there arose industrial
enterprises, at first in the areas of textile and metallurry.

There then developed in the West a working classl men who ex-
changed their labor for a wage. They were situated in the social
structure beside the serf on the country farms and beside the inde-
pendent artisan of the city shops. At the same time in the cities, a new
middle class of merchants, artisans, business men and industrialists,
eonscious of its own importance, arose next to the clerry and nobility,
bringing with it an entirely new way of life. These were people for
whom work and business were the determinant factor of life; people
who needed not be urged to work because they worked too much
already. Rather, they needed to be stimulated to personal reflection.

Work was now valued in a completely different wry. Formerly peo-
ple worked to survive; now they worked to increase their earnings. The
merchant, for example, who risked his life to go to distant countries,
saw but one thing: an increase of his wealth and the improvement of his
condition. Work acquired an ever greater importance in people's lives,
dominating and frlling them. In the life of the bourgeoisie it came to
assume a value subordinating all else, even their own religious life. The
consequence ofthis change was that greed and concern for the things of
this work become deeply rooted in the human soul. People came to
think first of all and above all of earnings, of money, of material
advantages and, more often than not, with no consideration of their
Christian existence.

This typically selfish and, therefore, unchristian problem of material
gain, suddenly determined human actions. People seemed able to
renounce everything but money and the earnings from their labors.
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The unfolding of the Fourth Crusade (L202-1204), claiming religion as
its purpose, while in fact waged for the enrichment of Venetian mer-
chants, testifies to the extremes wrought by these attitudes. That
something like this could even be dared was indication enough for us. A
condition most dangerous to Christianity and Christian life was cr€-
ated. Were they vigilant who, by their calling, should have been keep-
ing watch? And did the clerry, first and foremost, see the danger?

Tb clarifr the situation even more, I would like to cite yet another
witness. Jacques de Vitry, who later became a cardinal, recounted to
friends in a letter written from Genoa in 1216: "\Mhile spending a short
time at the (Roman) Curia, I encountered several things which I did not
like. There is so much occupation with temporal and worldly things,
with kinds and kingdoms, processes and recourses, that it was almost
impossible to speak, even briefly, of things spiritual." It cannot be
denied: even the Church spread worldliness. We see an unbridled
quest for possessions, for wealth, for as many profitable undertakings
as possible. Christianity was possessed by an entirely foreign spirit,
yet in time, the essentials of the Christian message would heard again.

A broad range of questions is set before us: would this new spirit, so
antichristian, destroy Christianity from without and within? Who
would win this battle scarcely begun--Christianity with its doctrine of
the communion of all before God, with its demand of unconditional love
of neighbor, with its teaching of responsibility of everyone for everyone;
or the new spirit impregnated with selfishness, with its unchristian
individualism? Not only we today are roused by these questions, but
even then many were tormented by them, seeing the dangers of want-
ing to confront them.

In the West, the life and teaching of the Church had become an acute
problem. Certain spiritually vigilant persons suffered deeply from the
discrepancy between the life of the Church and the teaching of Christ,
among the faithful and clerry alike. Subsequently, these men and
these women became the livin! bearers of the religious movement of
the MiddleAges. And this movement automatically and of necessif, irt
the face of what we have described, became a religious movement of
poverty. Everyone realizes that a Christianity thus divided in its
depths, is no longer Christianity. When the life of Christians and the
teachings of Christ diverge in so evident a manner, it is the essential
values of Christianity which fail.

There is one idea, however, which distinguishes the medieval'te-
formers" from those of today: poverty is held as an essential part of the
religious movement arising to challenge the contradiction between the
teaching of Christ and the life of the Christian, not with a determined
program of reform, but with an urgency for a new life with power to
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form a new person; if the human person is not changed, neither can
human conditions cannot.

The new person beeomes new, however, only by the following of
Christ, and, in our case, the following of theTeoor Christ. In the minds
of these men and vvomen, Christian values can be save to live like the
Apostles who lived as poor men by the work of their hands. Thus the
Gospel life of the Apostles became every morle urgent and every more
imperious in the historieal setting of the West.

Francis, too, was aware of this call, and, through him, also Clare.
But what was their determining action? Not even Francis and Clare
have a program to counter the contradiction between the teaching of
Christ and the praetice of Christians; they have no ppgram to reform
the Church seeking power and earthly possessions. They have no
program of reform for the western Christian world no dividing itself
into social classes like the maiores and the mirwres. They have no
program to reform the economy which begins to develop away from the
sphere of Christian thought. Francis and Clare have no new ideas;
they have something, however, which is decisive: action, life.

In their ideal of 'tnost high poverty'' they give the response of con-
crete action, of life. They live humb$, open-heartedly, simply as follow-
ers of the poor Christ. But they live this following of Christ so radically
that they automatically become new men, Christians so radical that
they become guide and sign riot only for their time, but even for ours.
They see but one possibility for opposing the corroding spirit of egoism
and the materialism which derives from it, and that is the possibility of
countering the negative spirit of the time with the positive values of the
Gospel. For them, absolute poverty signifres deprivation of every pos-
session, of every property and of all goods. Their motive in living this
poverty is not to settle the conllict between rich and poor, not even to
impose a renunciation which would make virtue of necessitSr. No, they
want to be poor because Christ, the lord $/as poor when He was on
earth. For them, poverty is an essential part of the following of Christ:
it had necessarily to be this in the particular situation of the time we
have described. No word of Christ so impressed Franeis as: 'The foxes
have their dens, the birds of the sky their nests, but the Son of man has
no place to rest his head." (Mt. 8:20). It is not surprising that Clare
cited the same scripture passage in the First I-etter to Agnes of Prague
when she sings the praise of poverty. Have nothing for the sake of
Christ; desire nothing; do not be saddened by any loss: this is absolute
poverty.

But what is signifred by abandoning all the previous security life had
offered? Insecurity, better, uncertain$1, is a determining characteristic
of the new life which Francis and Clare embrace. Tb be dependent,
trusting in the goodness of God and of others is poverty lived to its
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uttermost consequences. Both Francis and Clare desired and sought
this uncertainty, which has yet further consequences: we must re-
nounce all rights and claims with regard to other men. This explains
Francis and Clare's renunciation of houses, churches and expectation of
recompense.

External uncertainty does not ofitselfguarantee unconditional pov-
ert5z, howeven. External poverty is worth little if not combined with
interior poverty. Poverty itself can become a possession, something of
which man can be proud and which can make him arrogant. Because of
their profound experience of this relationship between material and
spiritual pover$r, Francis and Clare always speak of poverty and humil-
ity together. In fact, only if they are united can the ideal of most high
poverty be assured.

In the end, the proof of poverty is humility, and fanatics of pover$r, in
failing to understand this, effeet their oryn end. Humility is perfect
poverty. In the Loler Rule of the Friars Minor (Chapter 12) and in the
Rule of Saint Clare (Chapter XII), is found the like-minded sentence:
the brothers or the sisters'bught to imitate the poverty and humility of
our [,ord Jesus Christ."

But there is a final degree of insecurity insisted on by Francis and
Clare for anyone who wishes to be truly poor. He must also be poor
before God; that is, he must be insecure before God. It is precisely the
religious person who is led to a sense of security before God, the
Unfathomable, the Incomprehensible. He does good works, performs
meritorious deeds and feels seeure before the incomprehensible God.
He thinks he has made God his debtor. Francis and Clare doggedly
oppose attitudes ofthis sort. Not even the good that we do can be used
as a claim upon God; it cannot be argued as a right. Whoever wishes to
be truly poor must also feel poor before God. Those who have no merits,
no good works to present to God. Authentic poor people are convinced
that they are mendicants before God since every good belongs to God,
including the good done by them. It is for this reason that Francis often
repeats the exhortation: render every good to God; recognize it as His
property and give thanks for it.

It is in this interior poverty that poverty is realized in his deepest
being, so that external poverty-we recall now Saint Clare's Priuile-
gium Pauperto.tis-become an image, a reverberation of this interior
poverty. Then the whole questions is illuminated from within. If this
interior poverty before God is lacking, external poverty cannot be a
refleetion, a visible sign of an interior attitude; rather, it easily becomes
instead pharisaism, fanaticism, personal justifrcation, having nothing
about it that resembles Christianity.

In fine, I would like to put some questions the people of today in
order to render t}ne Priuilege of Pouerty more understandable. Is it
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justifrable to make a value of poverty? Can something negative, some-
thing which can so profoundly threaten man's existence be held up as
an ideal? Are we moderns eapable of understanding poverty as an ideal
to aspire to? What is the thinking of Francis and Clare? An ideal which
is truly an ideal, signifrcant and attractive to men, must have a value
per se; it cannot receive its value fmm the opinion of men nor from
historical-cultural circumstances. Not only in our time, but even in the
time of Francis, people denied the value of poverf. This question was
discussed animatedly during his very first encounter with the Roman
Curia. But at the assembly of cardinals this ideal suddenly became
clear. For all that it seemed bold and revolutionary, it pertained to the
order of Christian values, for it could not be denied that poverty was
presented and realized by Christ Himself: 'Ifyou wish to be perfect, go,

sell what you have and give it to the poor...then come and follow me"
(Mt 19:21). Poverty as an ideal-and above all, the absolute poverty of
a Saint Francis and a Saint Clare-is an integral part of the following
of Christ. Tb understand poverty even better, let us ask ourselves: what
did poverly, being radically poor, achieve in the lives of Francis and
Clare? Poverty for them was never and absolute value, desirable per se,

on which to rest without going further. It was the later battles regard-
ing poverty in our Franciscan Order which changed Saint Francis'
image: thus, for example, lhe Fioretti or the so-called Mirror of Perfec'
tion in their diverse forms. But for Francis and Clare, without a doubt,
it is lpue which occupies the central focus. It is for love that they
become poor. For them poverty has the character of a function; it is o
path lead.ing to loue. Having willed to become poor, man must flee
himself from the many bonds and concerns which impede his journey
toward God, who is Love. This is the intent of poverty: to make space

in us for that "spirit of the Lord," of whom Francis and Clare speak
continually. Where this Spirit of the Lord is present in us, there is also

space for God. There we are free; free for God.
This being free for God, for the Spirit of the Iord, this liberation from

all that is earthly, a freedom which eliminates all obstacles to God's

uncontested operations, is given to us through pover[r, through dispos-
session, through kerwsis. Whoever has become really free through
povert5r, experiences within truejoy. For this reason then, it is not to be

wondered at that joy played such an important role in Francis and in
his brothers, in Clare and in her sisters. It must be clearly stated,
however: this joy is given only to him who has become poor in order, by
povert5r, to be open to the riches of God.

Now, perhaps, we can formulate our question regarding the profound
significance, the deep value ofpoverty according to Francis and Clare:
povert5r, being poor, is a basic premise for all religious life, because man,
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through pover[z, achieves freedom for God and attains joy in God, and
only in this freedom and in this joy does man beeome capable of love.

This is the meaningof povert5r, a meaning not bound to time and not
transient. This explains its character as an ideal in the order of Chris-
tian values. It is indisputably the merit of Saint Francis and of Saint
Clare to have opened the eyes of men of their age and of all ages to this
mysterium paupertolis, to this'hidden treasure" of poverf.


